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Deborah has collaborated with Cornwall’s Ocean Diamonds, specialists in 
sustainably sourced marine diamonds, to create this collection. These raw  
diamonds are hugged by organic shaped settings in recycled 9 carat gold, as if 
nestling amongst the crevices on the seabed where they were found

Ocean Diamond Stud Earrings



Gathered from the water by human hand, with little trace left on the environment;
from seabed to surface, nature’s most precious gift just for you

Ocean Diamond Band Ring



Ocean Diamonds started their 
journey to the sea billions of years 
ago. They are carried along 
through torrent and flow by 
the patient power of rivers until 
they eventually settle between 
gullies or become hidden within 
the seabed. Only the strongest 
diamonds survive this journey 
and are discovered by diamond 
divers, off the west coast of South 
Africa. Consciously sourced and 
carefully certified, they are then 
passed on to skilled artisans who 
preserve their untamed nature

Adjustable 15”/16” Ocean Diamond Necklace



A story of courage, discovery, depth and radiance. These diamonds are wild, 
brilliant and deeply compelling; a chance to carry the ocean with you, always

 Ocean Diamond Hoop Earrings



‘I was completely drawn to 
these raw diamonds in all 
their natural beauty, this 
awe-inspiring story of nature. 
There has been no alteration 
by human hands, no cutting 
or polishing; their brilliant 
shine and faceted surface has 
been created entirely by their 
incredible journey to the sea. 
The sea has always had a 
huge influence on my designs, 
and I hope these wonderful 
ocean diamonds will connect 
the wearer to the powerfully 
healing effect of the sea’
- Deborah Blyth Ocean Diamond Necklace

Ocean Diamond Adjustable 7”/8” Bracelet



Ocean Diamonds Collection; a deeper brilliance

Ocean Diamond 16’ Pendant Necklace



This verifies the diamond has been recovered from the 
ocean by professional diamond divers. Details including 
the Country of Origin and the Coastal Location are 
accompanied by a beautifully embossed map of Namibia 
and South Africa

Each Ocean Diamond comes with a Certificate
of Provenance

Ocean Diamond Ring
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